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  Making a Difference   

Nadia Al-Samarrie was 
not only born into a family 
with diabetes, but also 
married into one.  

She was propelled at a 
young age into “caretaker 
mode,” and with her 
knowledge of the scarcity 
of resources, support, and 
understanding for people 
with diabetes, co-founded 
Diabetes Interview–now 
Diabetes Health magazine.

Nadia’s leadership 
has spanned 30 years, 
establishing the magazine 
as a preeminent consumer 
and professional resource.

Under her management 
DiabetesHealth.Com was 
named " Best Diabetes Blog 
for 2019" by Healthline and 
Diabetes Health magazines 
was named one of the top 
10 magazines to follow 
in the world for 2018 by 
Feedspot Blog Reader. 

Lessons We’ve Learned  
(and Just in time!)

these articles point to the next challenge 
we all face: flu season. “How to Prepare for 
Flu season” (page 9) offers practical, do-
able ways of anticipating and dealing with 
an annual hassle we’ve all been through. a 
sidebar, “nutrients to Keep You Healthy,” 
lists the foods that offer the best help in 
regaining health. 

COvID is a virus, but not all viruses are 
COvID. there are significant differences 
between COvID and other viruses in 
terms of structure and the health threats 
they present. “the Difference Between 
the Flu and COvID-19” (page 17) looks at 
those differences and what they mean in 
terms of how other viruses can harm us.

not everything revolves around viruses, 
hygiene, and prepping for flu season. In 
“From the sugar Happy Kitchen” (page 
26), we feature 5 recipes that satisfy both 
hunger and the need to keep blood sugar 
under control.    

Nadia Al-Samarrie, Founder, Publisher, 
Editor-in-Chief    

as COvID-19 becomes 
less of a 

danger and less of an intrusion on our 
lives, some takeaways will help us get 
through the next virus attack that’s due 
soon: the annual flu season, which starts 
making its unwelcome presence known in 
autumn. 

One thing that has hit home for most of 
us is the need to practice even better 
hygiene. More frequent hand washing 
has become a habit for many of us. “Does 
good Hygiene Really Make a Difference?” 
(page 7) takes a close look at how caution 
and cleanliness have helped us through 
the COvID pandemic.

We present our updated annual vaccine 
Chart (pages 23-25) that lists the other 
vaccines we need to know about besides 
COvID vaccines. they include flu, shingles, 
pneumonia, tetanus, diphtheria, and per-
tussis. 

Here’s an enjoyable article title: “eating 
Your Way Back to good Health” (page 21). 
It’s a look at the best foods we can eat to 
restore our energy and fitness in the after-
math of COvID-19.
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tient. Keeping hands clean is possibly the 
single best deterrent to almost any kind of 
infection, and it’s one that 
any of us can do with little ef-
fort and minor loss of time.
We all learned in kinder-
garten and grade school 
about the need to wash our 
hands before meals, touch 
other people, or handle dirty 
things. It’s a good habit we 
developed early in life. still, 
some people were surprised 
when the CDC advised 
americans to wash their 
hands several times a day for 
at least 20 seconds each ses-
sion. How can such a simple 

to avoid becoming ill dur-
ing flu season, 

which usually starts in the fall, there are 
some helpful things we’ve learned from 
coping with COvID-19.  

ThE ChEAPEST, SimPlEST ProTECTioN 
oF All: hANd WAShiNg
In 1881 President James garfield was shot in 
the jaw. He didn’t die from the wound. He 
lived another month after being wounded. 
In the end, what killed him were the un-
clean hands of his doctors as they probed 
his wound with dirty fingers to try to locate 
the bullet. garfield died a month later from 
an infection brought on by his doctors. the 
concept of clean hands had not occurred 
to them, so they remained puzzled by how 
garfield got infected.

today we know better. In hospitals and doc-
tors’ offices, it is common to see healthcare 
workers clean their hands with alcohol-
based sanitizer gel before touching a pa-

   Feature   

Keeping hands clean is 
possibly the single best 
deterrent to almost any 
kind of infection, and it’s 
one that any of us can do 
with little effort and minor 
loss of time. We all learned 
in kindergarten and grade 
school about the need to 
wash our hands before 
meals, touch other people, 
or handle dirty things.

Does Good Hygiene 
Really Make a 
Difference?
Patrick Totty
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procedure protect against a virus that mea-
sures one-hundredth the width of a human 
hair?

How it works is simple: soap molecules 
wedge themselves between the inner and 
outer parts of a virus, destroying them and 

their ability to infect and dam-
age people’s respiratory sys-
tems. the beauty of handwash-
ing is an inexpensive, simple, 
and highly effective act that 
almost anybody can perform. 

oThEr good hygiENE 
PrACTiCES
Of course, there’s more to good 
hygiene than just hand washing. 

One couple who works with Di-
abetes Health says that they each carry the 
small alcohol pads that people with dia-
betes routinely use to sanitize the area to 
inject the medication. In this case, the pads 

can double as an impromptu hand cleaner. 
they’re inexpensive, individually wrapped, 
and easy to carry in a pocket or purse. they 
are an example of a small thing that can be 
a significant—and reassuring—contribu-
tion to help destroy the flu virus on the 
hands almost immediately. 

During fall flu season, avoid direct contact 
with people, including handshakes, kisses, 
and speaking closely face to face with oth-
ers. Carry tissues.

Do not share personal items, such as cloth-
ing and shoes, toiletries (razors, sprays), 
unwashed washcloths, silverware. In short, 
don’t share personal items that can harbor 
the flu virus. 

should you continue to wear a mask? see 
“Preparing for the Flu season” on page 9.    

  Feature  

during fall flu 
season, avoid 

direct contact with 
people, including 

handshakes, 
kisses, and 

speaking closely 
face to face with 

others. Carry 
tissues.
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There are simple steps you can
take to avoid catching

the flu virus in the fall and winter. First, get
innoculated when the vaccine becomes 
available. Innoculations are given almost  
everywhere, including supermarkets, phar-
macies, and doctors’ offices. In some loca-
tions, the vaccines are offered for free.

PErSoNAl PrEPArATioNS:
· Frequent hand washing
·  Practice good hygiene (see “good Hy-

giene,“ the article before this on page 7).
·  Do not share clothes or personal items 

with other members of your household
·  stay hydrated. One of the risks people with 

diabetes may have is ignoring the thirst 
that can come when blood sugars are run-
ning high. try not to share bottled water.

houSEhold PrEPArATioNS:
·  Use bathroom towels and washcloths only 

once, then put them in a hamper
·  all members of a household should prac-

tice the same precautions
·  avoid serving raw food, such as vegetables 

and fruit, unless they have been thorough-
ly washed

·  Wear rubber gloves when doing laundry
·  If you’re washing dishes by hand, wear rub-

ber gloves and use the hottest water your 
water heater can provide 

ChiCKEN SouP? 
Believe it or not, some nutritional studies 
show that chicken soup is more than just 
a cliché. the soup hydrates the body, loos-
ens nasal congestion, and eases 
breathing. stock ingredients or 
ready made cans of soup in the 
pantry to be prepared.

CoNTiNuE WiTh mASKS WhEN 
ouTdoorS?
the same practices that got peo-
ple through COvID have prepared 
them to deal with flu season as 
well. 

Does that include masks? It might. 

Wearing a mask pursues two goals: 
1) to prevent persons who have the flu virus 

   Feature   

Stay hydrated. one 
of the risks people 
with diabetes may 
have is ignoring 
the thirst that can 
come when blood 
sugars are running 
high. Try not to 
share bottled 
water.

How to Prepare 
for the Flu Season
Patrick Totty
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from spreading it by keeping their exhalations 
from spreading through the air, and 
2) to protect uninfected persons from inhaling 
the virus from the breaths of infected persons.

as the COvID-19 crisis wears down and 
masks are increasingly an option, many 

people opt to keep wearing 
them, some from habit and oth-
ers with doubts that shedding 
their masks is a safe thing to do. 
no mandate says you must go 
maskless once you’re vaccinat-
ed. It is a personal choice. 

americans are used to seeing 
people wearing masks in pub-
lic. What was once a strange 
sight is now commonplace. so 
using masks this fall to avoid 
flu will make sense to many 
people.

SomE AdviCE AbouT mASKS
Paper masks are made for one-time use. 
However, healthcare providers advise 
against reusing them since they collect 
potentially infectious material, such as dust 
and germs, that can build from continued 
use.

sturdier masks can be cleaned and reused. 
the simplest way the CDC recommends is to 
put masks in the washing machine and run 
them through a hot water cycle, followed by 
air drying, preferably in sunlight. 

track the CDC’s Latest takes on avoiding Flu.
this link will take you to the CDC’s latest 
news and insights about influenza: 

www.cdc.gov/flu/about/season/flu-season.
htm

this link takes you to a discussion of the 
powers of chicken soup: 

www.cbsnews.com/news/chicken-soup-for-
colds-and-flu-does-it-really-help/    

  Feature  

Sturdier masks 
can be cleaned 

and reused. The 
simplest way the 

CdC recommends 
is to put masks 
in the washing 

machine and run 
them through a 
hot water cycle, 
followed by air 

drying, preferably in 
sunlight. 
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There are many myths, 
as well as facts people 
associate with vaccines. Not 
fully grasping a vaccine’s 
job and how it works is the 
main reason why people  
can make claims against 
it. Add this to the Covid 
pandemic, when people 
are already fearful, and you 
get a recipe for controversy 
over being or not being 
vaccinated. 

We live in a time where there 
is more access to in-

formation than at any other point in history. 
Yet, at the same time, it is also an era of dis-
information. 

there are many reasons why there is 
disinformation, but it is primarily be-
cause wrong information breeds misinfor-
mation. 

there are many myths, as well as facts peo-
ple associate with vaccines. not fully grasp-
ing a vaccine’s job and how it works is the 
main reason why people  can make claims 
against it. add this to the COvID pandemic, 
when people are already fearful, and you 
get a recipe for controversy over being or 
not being vaccinated. 

Here are some of the most prominent myths 
about vaccines, followed by accurate infor-
mation about them: 

“vACCiNES ChANgE dNA”
this myth is one of the most openly dis-

cussed claims for rejecting vaccines. the gist 
of this myth is that the vaccine uses messen-
ger Rna (mRna) to change your Dna. this 
is bad because changing Dna can result in 
possible side effects, such as 
cancer.  

Without getting into the hows 
and whys of mRna and Dna 
interactions, what people fear 
can’t happen because mRna 
has no means of getting into 
Dna. Dna is located in a cell’s 
nucleus, while mRna is located 
outside the nucleus and cannot 
reach the Dna. therefore, it can-
not change anything in Dna. 

vaccines work by inserting pro-
teins from viruses into mRna. 
When injected into a patient, 
the mRna acts as a kind of primer that al-
lows the body to learn how to recognize a 

   Feature   

myths and Facts About 
Vaccines 
Stephanie Clarke
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We know that 
vaccines can take 

years to create 
and far longer to 

disperse. And yet, 
we were not only 

able to get a working 
vaccine but multiple 

choices of them. As 
a result, a significant 
portion of the public 
was vaccinated fully 

within two years of 
the first shut down. 

particular virus’s protein(s) and then gear 
up to destroy them. thus, when protein(s) 

from actual viruses enter the 
body, the body has already 
learned how to detect and 
destroy them.

PubliC ANxiETy AbouT 
vACCiNES
With how complex the 
whole vaccination process 
is, it’s no wonder why there’s 
anxiety over it, especially 
when considering how 
much fear there is over the 
sicknesses themselves. 

COvID-19, in particular, has 
been a fear-inducing sick-
ness because of its severe 

symptoms, high death rate, and extreme 
media coverage. Further, we all know that it 
takes time and resources to create medicine 
that can fight against illness, which leads to 

two main questions:1 why COvID-19 vaccines 
were produced so quickly, and 2) why they 
seemed to be more dangerous than previ-
ous vaccines for other viruses.

Why WAS ThE Covid-19 vACCiNE Pro-
duCEd So quiCKly? 
We know that vaccines can take years to cre-
ate and far longer to disperse. and yet, we 
were not only able to get a working vaccine 
but multiple choices of them. as a result, a 
significant portion of the public was vacci-
nated fully within two years of the first shut 
down. 

anxiety is logical in this situation because 
everything before now has led us to believe 
that it should take a long time to develop 
vaccines. But the COvID-19 pandemic was 
different because of its emergency status. 
as a result, vaccine developers received 
generous funding, and the workforce size 
that went into creating the vaccines hit an 
all-time high.

Further, we were able to run multiple tests 
together and overlap processes which 

  Feature  
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Covid-19 
vaccines went 
through the same 
testing[1] that all 
other vaccines 
go through, just 
in a shorter time 
because so many 
resources were 
available. 

would help speed up time. In the end, ev-
erything came together very quickly. still, 
no part of the process was skipped—the 
COvID-19 vaccines went through the same 
testing that all other vaccines go through, 
just in a shorter time because so many re-
sources were available. 

Why ArE Covid vACCiNES PErCEivEd 
AS morE dANgErouS ThAN oThEr 
vACCiNES? 
Most everyone knows that there is some old 
research that claimed vaccines cause autism. 
But the research conducted in that study 
was disproven. even though it offered “in-
formation” blatantly wrong, it still generated 
distrust of vaccines in many people, usually 
because they don’t understand how the 
vaccines work inside us. 

some of the other myths about vaccines in-
clude implanting microchips, improving the 
5g internets, and even making us magnetic. 
since there was a large amount of media 
coverage over COvID-19, naturally, these 
myths would also gain traction despite their 
lack of validity.

also, because of people’s 
natural fear of COvID-19, 
it is understandable that 
putting anything close to 
resembling the sickness 
into our bodies is anxiety-
inducing. In reality, it is 
the safest thing to do. 
even vaccines mimic the 
proteins in a virus’s mRna 
without actually putting 
the virus into you.2 

hErd immuNiTy
Back to vaccines: It’s commonly thought 
that eventually, the development of herd 
immunity will protect everyone, so not ev-
eryone needs to get the vaccine. the idea 
works by looking at the “herd” as the mass 
majority of people, say over 98 percent of a 

   Feature   

continues on page 15
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•   Let our healthcare professional teach you  
how to bring down a high blood sugar

•   get inspired with our 
everyday heroes and 
celebrities living with 
diabetes

•   gain a new perspective on 
living with type 1 and type 
2 diabetes

•   Learn about the latest in 
medical devices, medication 
options, and products

•   stay on top of the latest 
research on diabetes

•   try making one of our yummy 
recipes from our sugar Happy 
Kitchen For Happy Blood sugar 
Levels

•   Listen to our Podcasts

•   Watch our Diabetes Health tv

•   test your knowledge on diabetes 
with one of our crossword puzzles

•   take our survey and get a free digital 
magazine valued at $14.95

•   stay in the know by signing up for our 
biweekly e-newsletter

•   shop at our store sugarHappy.Com

•   Join the sugar Happy book club and receive the audiobook with the digital book to join 
the author and columnist asknadia for a diabetes information update. this would be a 
good time to ask a question you have been thinking about.

Fourteen Excellent Ways to improve your health by  
visiting diabeteshealth.Com and Sugarhappy.Com
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given population. so if the herd, the mass 
majority of people, gets vaccinated, then 
those last 2 percent of people don’t need to 
get it. this is because the disease’s ability to 
spread is almost totally canceled, so it tends 
to die out. 

there are two ways to gain herd immunity: 
through a natural infection process or vac-
cines. the problem is that we cannot rely 
upon herd immunity. Many people will 
assume that others have gotten the vac-
cine, and so they are safe. the reality is that 
many people think this way—and herd im-
munity is not able to be achieved because 
there are not enough people getting the 
vaccine to reach that immunity threshold. 

For example, when we’re driving, we can-
not assume that everyone has their eyes 
on the road. We need to assume that they 
are distracted, and so we have to be pre-
pared. similarly, we must prepare ourselves 
for what happens if we do not reach herd 
immunity. the answer: We must be vac-
cinated. 

globAl TrACKiNg  
ANd ThE u.S.
at first glance, the word "tracking" may 
inspire theories of government conspira-
cies and fears about microchips and ro-
bot birds. However, the global tracking 
of infections is more con-
cerned about epidemic and 
pandemic diseases. It is a 
necessary part of what the 
Centers for Disease Control 
(and Prevention) does. In 
particular, the CDC watches 
for zoonotic3 diseases, which 
are diseases that travel from 
animals to humans. Its work is 
considered an element of na-
tional security, and it is a leader in public 
health directives.4 In many ways, the CDC 
helps track and prevent as many illnesses 
as possible, especially in the Us. 

There are two 
ways to gain 
herd immunity: 
through a 
natural infection 
process or 
vaccines. 
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ThE biggEST TAKEAWAyS
Many myths surround vaccines and their 
processes. But, unfortunately, nearly every 
single one of those myths comes down to a 
considerable misunderstanding of how vac-
cines themselves work and how our bodies 
interact with them. 

Further, there is public 
anxiety over vaccines, 
and while it makes sense 
for that anxiety to be 
active—upon a deeper 
look, that anxiety is un-
founded. We cannot rely 
upon herd immunity to 
keep us safe because too 
many people will take the 
route of skipping vaccina-
tion, and as a population, 
we will never reach a nat-
ural group immunity. Fi-
nally, global tracking is an 

important and necessary job of the Centers 
for Disease Control, as it helps identify and 
prevent the spread of upcoming diseases. 

the world sometimes can be an intimi-
dating place, full of uncertainty. But it 
can also offer great possibilities. the one 
thing that should not be scary or create 
uncertainty is our vaccines. they help us 
live, and beyond that, they keep everyone 
safe.    

                                  

[1] https://newsinhealth.nih.gov/2021/05/
how-are-vaccines-tested 
[2] https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-
ncov/vaccines/different-vaccines.html
[3] https://www.cdc.gov/outbreaks/index.
html

The world 
sometimes can be an 

intimidating place, 
full of uncertainty. 

but it can also offer 
great possibilities. 
The one thing that 

should not be scary 
or create uncertainty 
is our vaccines. They 

help us live, and 
beyond that, they 

keep everyone safe.
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the orthornavirae kingdom of flu-inducing 
illnesses. It’s a large family, but its two most 
dangerous forms, Influenza a and B, can in-
fect mammals and birds. a or B 
are the instigators of annual flu 
seasons.

ThE dANgEr PoSEd To  
humANS: 
Both viruses can cause respira-
tory illness—severe enough 
in some patients, such as the 
elderly or people with com-
promised immune systems, to 
lead to death. 

COvID-19 exceeds the flu in the 
number of deaths that can be 
attributed to it. early in 2020, in 
a single one-month stretch, 1 
million people worldwide died 
from COvID-19.

Are viruses alive in the 
same sense 

that we are? Unfortunately, there’s no defini-
tive answer, although most biologists will 
point out that viruses cannot reproduce by 
themselves but must hijack hosts’ (that’s us!) 
genetic material to replicate.

so how similar or not similar is COvID-19 to 
the flu viruses that we all get immunizations 
for around early fall? 

Here’s a look:

PEdigrEE: 
What families do they belong to?
Influenza and COvID-19 belong to different 
classes of viruses. COvID-19 is a member of 
the family of coronaviruses. It’s related to 
saRs (severe acute respiratory syndrome), 
which caused much concern in 2002, but 
COvID-19 is much more potent. Looking 
back almost 20 years, saRs seems like a dry 
run for the COvID-19 pandemic. 

Influenza viruses are members belonging to 

influenza and 
Covid-19 belong to 
different classes of 
viruses. Covid-19 is a 
member of the family 
of coronaviruses. it’s 
related to SArS (severe 
acute respiratory 
syndrome), which 
caused much concern 
in 2002, but Covid-19 
is much more potent. 
looking back almost 20 
years, SArS seems like a 
dry run for the Covid-19 
pandemic. 
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CoNTAgiouSNESS:
COvID-19 is more contagious than the flu, 
spreading faster than influenza and taking 
longer to exhibit symptoms.

generally speaking, a large 
majority of people (up to 80 
percent) usually experience 
only mild symptoms if they’ve 
been infected with either 
virus. 
 
mEANS oF  
TrANSmiSSioN:
Research on COvID-19 has 
shown that it is spread mainly 
by respiratory droplets from 
the nose, expelled by sneez-
ing, coughing, or normal con-
versation conducted at close 
range. 

scientists are still looking to see if other 
bodily secretions, such as feces or sweat, can 
harbor the COvID-19 virus. 

SymPTomS:
Both viruses present similar symptoms, 
many of which most people have experi-
enced at one time or another. among them: 
• nausea
• coughing 
• tiredness 
• runny nose
• fever
• body aches
• headaches
• diarrhea
• vomiting

their symptoms may be similar, but the time 
they take to incubate is different. 

among COvID-19 symptoms not shared 
with influenza are temporary losses of the 
senses of taste and smell. 

Confusion by which type of virus is causing 
respiratory illness is one reason why a test to 
detect COvID-19 was developed so quickly. 
that test revealed that even people who 
tested positive for the virus, a high percent-
age—80 percent—were either asymptom-
atic or experienced very slight symptoms, 
such as a runny nose.  

Confusion by which type of 
virus is causing respiratory 

illness is one reason why 
a test to detect Covid-19 

was developed so quickly. 
That test revealed that 

even people who tested 
positive for the virus, a high 

percentage—80 percent—
were either asymptomatic 
or experienced very slight 

symptoms, such as a  
runny nose.  

  Feature  
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the CDC recommends getting tested even 
though you do not think you have been in-
fected.

mEASurES To Avoid CoNTrACTiNg 
EiThEr Flu:
the best routine for avoiding COvID-19 is 
one that most of us already know by heart:
Wash hands regularly and vigorously, pref-
erably with soap (hand sanitizer is your 
second-best choice), for at least 20 seconds 
before rinsing. the recommended time 
gives the soap a chance to strip any COv-
ID-19 virus of the structural integrity it needs 
to function.

each person in a household should have 
separate towels, sheets, face cloths, and per-
sonal clothing items to wear and use.

Wear a mask. this is no longer a necessity or 
requirement in many areas of the country 
and has almost become voluntary.

avoid contact with surfaces that many peo-
ple touch in a public place, such as handrails 
and elevator buttons.  

get vaccinated against both viruses. an-
nual influenza season begins around sep-
tember, and vaccine for 
it is available in many 
places for a small price 
or even free. 

mEASurES To TAKE iF 
mAdE SiCK by EiThEr 
viruS
the CDC says there are 
several steps you can 
take if it is confirmed that 
you have COvID-19 flu:

get tested.
Contact your doctor. 
tell your friends, cowork-
ers, and other people you regularly come 
into contact with that you have tested for 
COvID-19.

The best routine for 
avoiding Covid-19 
is one that most of 
us already know 
by heart: Wash 
hands regularly and 
vigorously, preferably 
with soap (hand 
sanitizer is your 
second-best choice), 
for at least 20 seconds 
before rinsing. 

   Feature   
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stay home.
Isolate yourself—no physical contact with 

persons other than your doctor 
and immediate family.

avoid taking any public transpor-
tation other than your car. this 
includes taxis, Uber, Lyft, and simi-
lar transportaion.

mEdiCiNES/vACCiNES dEvEl-
oPEd To PrEvENT ThEm:
In the Us, three COvID-19 vaccines 
are recommended for use:
• Pfizer Biontech 
• Moderna
• Johnson & Johnson/Janssen

the CDC has advised the public 
to take the first of these vaccines 
that becomes available in their 
locale.

ThE SilvEr liNiNg: 
COvID has made us all more thoughtful 
about how we approach flu season. How-
ever, millions of us already are used to exer-
cising the same safeguards against the flu 
that we’ve used to protect ourselves from 
COvID-19: hand washing; wearing a mask to 
protect others; getting vaccinated as soon 
as shots are available.

through the years, east asians such as the 
Chinese and Japanese have routinely worn 
masks when infected with something they 
don’t wish to spread or are fearful of be-
ing infected, and nobody gives it a second 
thought. It may be that we will incorporate 
that custom into american culture and find 
ourselves not giving it a second thought 
when we see a masked person.    

Sources:
the CDC: www.cdc.gov/ 
Johns Hopkins: www.hopkinsmedicine.org/
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about how we 
approach flu season. 
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from Covid-19: hand 
washing, wearing a 
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as soon as shots are 
available. 
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When our body is run 
down, we are 

more susceptible to becoming sick. During 
these times, it is imperative to take care of 
yourself with good nutrition. If you don’t, 
you could risk getting a flu variant that can 
knock you off your feet.

Just as good nutrition can keep you healthy, 
unhealthy food will contribute to getting 
sick. 

Fresh foods are the healthiest for you. stay 
away from prepackaged foods as they tend 
to have less nutritional value. 

Drink lots of herb teas. For example, rooibos 
tea has been shown to lower blood sugars 
in rodents with diabetes. If you have low 
energy, sometimes unexplained high blood 
sugars can be a precursor to being sick.

Higher blood sugars indicate inflamma-
tion—a state when your body cannot create 
the biochemical balance to stay healthy. not 
enough insulin in your body to maintain 
targeted blood sugars causes inflammation. 
Having the right balance of good nutrition 

and insulin is what brings the inflammation 
back into balance. 

High blood sugars compromise 
your body’s ability to fight infec-
tion while targeted blood sugars 
support healing. so eating foods 
that help maintain healthy blood 
sugar levels makes a difference.

Most of us think of lemon and 
honey when we are sick in bed. 
Lemons are packed with vitamin 
C, an excellent immune support. 
It aids in building back a healthy 
immune system. For people with 
diabetes, honey with lemon will 
raise their blood sugar. If you want 
a sweeter drink, add a little stevia® 
to the lemon and water.

Warm bone broth is especially good for 
you. Your throat will appreciate the sooth-
ing warm liquid in addition to keeping you 
hydrated. If you can sallow small pieces of 

   Feature   
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meat- chicken soup can be packed with 
nutrients from the celery parsley, carrots, 
onion, and garlic broth. 

Chicken boosts collagen production, an 
essential amino acid that supports healthy 
bones, joints, skin elasticity, and nails. Re-
covering from the flu requires a strong body 
that can sustain itself by standing up and 
moving around. 

Unsweetened yogurt has prebiotics, sup-
porting a healthy gut, which in turn keeps 

your immune system healthy.

the first thing you should avoid is al-
cohol. Outside of dehydration, it will 
compromise your immune system.

next, avoid difficult foods to digest. 
Fast food or greasy food is tough on 
your digestive system.

You will feel the difference when 
you eat nutritional foods, building 
back to a healthy body. even better, 
try to make food choices packed 

with good nutrition to avoid flu complica-
tions from high blood sugars.

one cereal that 
gets mentioned 

over and over for 
its low glycemic 

index and load is 
oats. They are a 

dish that almost 
everybody has 

eaten at one time 
or another in their 

lives. 

One cereal that gets mentioned over and 
over for its low glycemic index and load is 
oats. they are a dish that almost everybody 
has eaten at one time or another in their 
lives. 

You can sweeten oats with artificial sweet-
eners, such as stevia®, that taste like sugar 
but are chemically different. as a result, they 
cannot be absorbed by the body, eliminat-
ing concerns about spiking blood sugar 
levels.

Other suitable sweeteners for oats are ber-
ries, which are also low on the glycemic 
scale and are great accompaniments to any 
cereal.

Do not eat sweetened or flavored oats that 
usually come in packets and are intended to 
be short-cut meals for people in a hurry.    

Sources:
a Beneficial Role of Rooibos in Diabetes Mel-
litus: a systematic Review and Meta-analysis

significant amounts of Functional Collagen 
Peptides Can Be Incorporated in the Diet 
While Maintaining Indispensable amino 
acid Balance
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   Vaccine Chart Guide   

our annual vaccine guide (page 24) offers a quick 
lesson in which diseases most concern 

modern humans and the (non-COvID) vaccines that have been designed to 
thwart those illnesses:

•   Meningitis: While the media usually focus on 
meningitis cases on college campuses, this dis-
ease can afflict people of any age.

•   Pneumonia: Older adults are most susceptible to 
pneumonia, which is why starting in september, 
there is always a flurry of warnings and notices 
about getting a vaccination for this. 

•   shingles: this can be an excruciatingly painful 
condition caused by the same virus that causes 
chickenpox in children.

•   Flu: seemingly an annual occurrence these days. 
Lessons learned from COvID-19 will be beneficial 
in preparing for and resisting it. 

•   tetanus, Diphtheria, and Pertussis: a three-in-one 
vaccine that shields people against three often 
deadly conditions.

note that on the second page of the chart (page25), that several diseases 
and conditions cannot be protected against by just one innoculation.

2021 Annual  
vaccine guide 
Diabetes Health Staff
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vaccine

Pregnancy immuno-
compromised 
(excluding hiv 
infection)

hiv infection 
Cd4 Count
<200  >200

Asplenia, 
complement 
deficiencies

End-State 
rental disease, 
on 
hemodialysis

heart or lung 
disease, 
alcoholism

Chronic liver
disease

diabetes health care
 personnel

men who have 
sex with men

iiv or riv
(inactivated influenza vaccine or 
recombinant influenza vaccine)

                                                              1 dose annually                                                                                                                                                                                                     1 dose annually
                   LLv protects you from getting the flu- for children and adults                                                                                                          RIv protects you from getting the flu- for 18 years and older

Tdap or Td
(tetanus, diphtheria and pertussis)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      1 dose Tdap, then Td booster every 10 yrs
                                                                                                                                                                       tdap- protects you against tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis (whooping cough) for ages 11 and older
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       td protects you from tetanus- for ages 11 and older

rZv Shingles (preferred)
(recombinant Zoster Vaccine) dElAy

  2 doses at age >50 yrs
                              RZv protects against shingles for 50 years and older,  

                    Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends for 60 years and older

PCv13
(Pneumococcal Conjugant 
vaccine)

PPSv23
(Pneumococcal Polysaccha-
ride vaccine)

menACWy
(meningococcal conjugate)

Your Vaccination Reference Chart

1 dose
PCv13-  protects against 13 types of pneumococcal bacteria 

- most common are pneumonia, meningitis, sinusitis, and 
middle ear infection - for ages 2-64 and all 65 and older

Recommended vaccination for 
adults who meet age require-
ment, lack documentation of 
vaccination, or lack evidence 
of past infection

Recommended vaccination for 
adults with an additional risk 
factor or another indication

1.  Precaution for LLv does not apply to alcoholism.  2. see notes for influenza; hepatitis B; measles, mumps, rubella 
and varicella vaccinations.  3. Hematopoietic stem cell transplant. 

source: Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)
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vaccine

Pregnancy immuno-
compromised 
(excluding hiv 
infection)

hiv infection 
Cd4 Count
<200  >200

Asplenia, 
complement 
deficiencies

End-State 
rental disease, 
on 
hemodialysis

heart or lung 
disease, 
alcoholism

Chronic liver
disease

diabetes health care
 personnel

men who have 
sex with men

iiv or riv
(inactivated influenza vaccine or 
recombinant influenza vaccine)

                                                              1 dose annually                                                                                                                                                                                                     1 dose annually
                   LLv protects you from getting the flu- for children and adults                                                                                                          RIv protects you from getting the flu- for 18 years and older

Tdap or Td
(tetanus, diphtheria and pertussis)

                                                                                                                                                                                                                      1 dose Tdap, then Td booster every 10 yrs
                                                                                                                                                                       tdap- protects you against tetanus, diphtheria, and pertussis (whooping cough) for ages 11 and older
                                                                                                                                                                                                                       td protects you from tetanus- for ages 11 and older

rZv Shingles (preferred)
(recombinant Zoster Vaccine) dElAy

  2 doses at age >50 yrs
                              RZv protects against shingles for 50 years and older,  

                    Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) recommends for 60 years and older

PCv13
(Pneumococcal Conjugant 
vaccine)

PPSv23
(Pneumococcal Polysaccha-
ride vaccine)

menACWy
(meningococcal conjugate)

Your Vaccination Reference Chart

1, 2, or 3 doses depending on age and indication
PPsv23 protects against 23 types of pneumococcal bacteria- most 

common are pneumonia, meningitis, sinusitis, and middle ear infection 
- for ages 2-64 and all 65 and older

1 or 2 doses depending on indication, then booster every 5 yrs if risk remains
MenaCWY protects against four different strains of meningococcal bacteria (men-

ingitis and blood poisoning) - for ages 11 and older

Delay vaccination until 
after pregnancy if vaccine is 
indicated

no recommendation
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From the sugar  
Happy Kitchen: 
Chicken Soup 
with Super 
greens
Nadia Al-Samarrie

Chicken soup is one of those 
comfort foods that 

has been passed down through genera-
tions. You may be surprised to find out that 
it dates back to the 12th century BC when 
egyptian doctors recommended chicken 
soup to patients experiencing difficulties in 
breathing. thousands of years later the ben-
efits of chicken soup have been researched. 
the results have been positive. Researchers 
aren’t sure why; but chicken soup is believed 
to lower your viral inflammation, helping 
you recover from the flu.

My 8-minute homemade recipe is espe-
cially good for you. the bone broth helps 
build collagen, making your body strong. 
the greens and leek have antioxidants that 
strengthen your immune system, helping 
fight inflammation, which can cause havoc 
on your blood sugars.

 
ingredients:
32 ounces of Chicken bone broth
1 leek stock
1 small yellow onion
6 cups of super greens
½ teaspoon of sea salt
½ teaspoon of fresh ground pepper
1 tablespoon of olive oil

instructions:
•  Place one tablespoon of olive oil in a soup 

pan
•  Cut the leek and yellow onion and sauté 

them until they look soft
•  add 32 ounces of bone broth and heat it 

until it is hot
•  add ½ teaspoon of sea salt and ½ tea-

spoon of fresh ground pepper
•  add 6 cups of super greens and cook until 

the greens are soft

serve in a bowl or soup cup.    

Source:
Chicken soup inhibits neutrophil chemo-
taxis in vitro

  From the Sugar Happy Kitchen  

Nutrition Facts:
serving size 4
total net Carbs 5.4 
per serving
105.53 Calories, 
total Fat 4.8g, so-
dium 1009.26mg, 
total Carbohy-
drates 7.4g, Fiber 
2.0g, total sugar 
2.2g, Protein 6.1g
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  From the Sugar Happy Kitchen  

From the sugar Happy Kitchen: 
Timman bagilla
Nadia Al-Samarrie

I grew up with the expression 
“starve a cold, feed a fe-

ver,” which I can still hear my mother say. It 
has stuck with me my whole life. any time I 
have a fever, I make easy dishes with enough 
food to last for days. 

One of my favorite dishes is timman Bagilla, 
pronounced tim-man-Ba-gil-La. It’s an Iraqi 
dish my father use to make for me. My ver-
sion takes a traditional white rice dish and 
turns it into a low-carbohydrate, animal-free 
superfood, rich in antioxidants, packed with 
fiber, vitamins, and nutrients that build new 
cells. Best of all? It takes less than 8 minutes 
to prepare.

ingredients
3 cups of cauliflower rice 
1 cup fava beans 
½ tablespoon of sea salt 

3 tablespoons of fresh dill 
1 ½ lemons
1.5 tablespoons of olive oil 
 
instructions
Boil some water and cook the double-
shelled half fava beans for three minutes. 
then heat the olive oil in a frying and add 
the cauliflower rice and stir. add ½ table-
spoon of sea salt, three tablespoons of 
finely chopped fresh dill, and squeeze one 
fresh lemon over the ingredients in the 
frying pan. after cooking the fava beans 
for three minutes, add them to the cau-
liflower mixture and cook for two more 
minutes. Finally, place the timman Bagilla 
on a platter and squeeze another half 
lemon on the rice.   

Nutrition Facts:
serving size 6
10.3 net carbs per 
serving
93 Calories, total 
Fat 2.9g, sodium 
763 mg, total 
Carbohydrates 
15.89g, Fiber 
5.59g, total sugar 
2.8g, Protein 6.7g
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From the sugar 
Happy Kitchen: 
Spicy moroccan 
lemon Chicken 
bowl
Nadia Al-Samarrie

If you have not been to Morocco, 
I recommend putting it on 

your bucket list. Years ago, I took a boat over 
from spain to Ceuta, on the northern tip 
of Morocco. It is a beach town that attracts 
europeans from the north who want to bask 
in the sun during the cold season. the Medi-
terranean seashore there is beautiful.

More recently, my daughter and I took a trip to 
Marrakesh. It was a completely different expe-
rience. I was taken by how the eastern Muslim 
community blended so well with the French 
Christian community. Culturally, I found it to 
be the perfect blend between eastern and 
Western culture. 

the food and spices were exciting to my 
palate. even camping through the desert on 
camels with the Berbers introduced us to an 
ancient tribal culture the has influenced Mo-
roccan cuisine for centuries.

We are all accustomed to using bay leaves, 
bell peppers, black pepper, cinnamon, 
cumin, coriander, ginger, paprika, turmeric, 
nutmeg, fennel, anise, and salt. What makes 
Moroccan cuisine so unique is how they 
combine these spices.

I borrowed a page from Moroccan history and 
came up with a Keto recipe that I love. I should 
warn you the spices I purchased have some 
heat to them. enjoy a cool cold drink with the 
Keto spicy Moroccan Lemon Chicken Bowl.  It 
will make your blood sugar happy.

vegan version- just leave out the chicken.
 
ingredients:
1 tablespoon of coconut oil
1 medium raw red onion
3 medium raw cloves of garlic
1 large chicken breast
5 cups of cauliflower rice
½ cup of unsweetened coconut milk 
2 fresh raw lemons
I.5 tablespoons of Moroccan spices
1 tablespoon of sea salt
 
instructions:
Place coconut oil in a large frying pan.
Cut red onion and garlic and place in the fry-
ing pan. Let cook until they are caramelized.
Cut thin slices of the chicken breast and sau-
té for a few minutes with onion and garlic.
add the cauliflower rice and sauté all ingre-
dients for another few minutes

•  add unsweetened coconut milk and mix
•  add 1 tablespoon of sea salt
•  add 1.5 tablespoons of Moroccan spices
•�squeeze juice from fresh lemons and add 
to the mix
•  stir all the ingredients for another minute, 

then serve
•  sprinkle Moroccan spices
•  add mint as a garnish
serve with something cool to drink.    

   From the Sugar Happy Kitchen   

Nutrition Facts:
serving size 4
7.9 net carbs per 
serving
172 Calories, 
total Fat 11.4g, 
saturated Fat 9.3g, 
Cholesterol 18mg, 
sodium 21755mg, 
total Carbohy-
drates 11.4g, Fiber 
3.54g, total sugar 
4.2g, Protein 8.5g
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From the sugar 
Happy Kitchen: 
Supporting 
your immune 
System with
homemade 
drinks
Nadia Al-Samarrie

lEmoNAdE & rooiboS TEA

When stevia® first came out decades ago, 
it did not taste that good. It had an earthy 
flavor which I did not like. My favorite brand 
which I recommend as a 30-year stevia® 
veteran is, nunaturals White stevia® Powder, 
all Purpose natural sweetener, sugar Free. 
It makes a big difference in taste when you 
use it to make my lemonade recipe. When I 
serve it, I don’t tell people it’s sugar free and 
they have never noticed or questioned me 
about the sweetener. 

You can serve this at room temperature or 
over ice. 

ingredients
• 2 medium lemons
• 2 packets of stevia®
• 6 cups of water

instructions:
•  squeeze 2 medium size lemons in a 

48-ounce pitcher
•  add 1-2 stevia® packets and stir with the 

freshly squeezed lemon juice
•  add six cups of water and stir.     

If you like my recipes, make sure to visit the 
sugar Happy Kitchen on DiabetesHealth.
Com. My Pantry essentials has many ingredi-
ents that I use in my recipes.

  From the Sugar Happy Kitchen  






